
Additional Statements of Work for Secretary of State Audit

1 Verify the written standard operating procedures (SOP) of all election workers as well as poll workers.   What is 

the process to distribute machines to voting locations?   What is the process to retrieve machines from voting 

locations?    What is the process to count votes?

2 Verify voter rolls.   Examine complete database of voter rolls and compare this pre and post-election.   Post-

election electronic poll book should be identical to pre-election.   Did any voters vote which should not have 

been allowed to (non-citizens, etc.,)?    Did any voters vote that had commercial addresses?   Did any voters vote

that non-existent address (vacant lots, etc.)?

3 Verify all election system components agree with the State-approved hardware and software versions.   Verify 

all software up to date as approved by the State.

4 Verify pre-election integrity tests.

5 Hand count all early voted paper ballots.   Ensure counts match official election counts.

6 Hand count all mail in absentee ballots.   Ensure counts match official election counts. 

7 Hand count all day of voting paper ballots.   Ensure counts match official election counts.

A  Ensure all Ballots are authentic, that no ballots have been duplicated or marked by unauthorized machinery. 

8 Open the case of multiple election scanner/tabulators (representative sample).   Verify all components inside 

the scanner/tabulator and insure there are no wireless devices inside (whether active or not).   

9 Verify all election management servers (EMS) are not connected to any type of network.   Open case of EMS 

machines and verify there are no wireless devices (whether active or not).   Examine all wires coming out of the 

EMS.   Even wires going to a printer.   Is the printer wirelessly enabled?

10 Verify ballot images of scanned ballots.   If ballots are absentee, are all ballots ‘marked by hand’?  Forensically 

examine ballots to determine authenticity, that they were properly marked and not duplicated and that no 

other improper ballot properties are present

11 Verify signatures on envelopes of mail in ballots.   Also verify any other critical information that is supposed to 

be present (driver’s license, SSN, etc.)

12 Examine the provisional ballots submitted in an election.   Were there an abnormal amount of provisional 

ballots?

13 Examine the Reasonable Impediment Documents/Forms (RID or RIF) submitted in an election.   These forms are 

completed by voters in TX if they do not have a picture ID.   Like if all they have is a birth certificate or a copy of a

utility bill.   

14 Determine if any ballots had to be ‘cured’ or re-created during the election process.   Were representatives of 

both parties present at all times when a ballot was cured/re-created?   (20K Runbeck printing issue, etc.)



15 Verify all chain of custody documents.   Were all documents signed?   Was the information correct (agreeing 

serial numbers, etc.) on the documents?   Did the ballot issue count match what a voting location was provided? 

Did they lose any blank ballots?

16 Examine all paper ballots to insure the paper was the exact paper acquired from the supplier.   (i.e. paper was 

not photo copy paper).     Does ballot paper have any security measures embedded in it?

17 Take forensic images of all EMS machines.   Examine images to insure all logons and security aspects.   Examine 

logs to insure no network connections have been present.    Examine user logon tables and verify all users are 

valid and have strong passwords (i.e. no anonymous logons and no old employee logons present).

18 Take forensic images of the scanner/tabulator machine.   Examine images to insure all logons and security 

aspects.   Examine logs to insure no network connections have been present.    Examine user logon tables and 

verify all users are valid and have strong passwords (i.e. no anonymous logons and no old employee logons 

present).

19 Take forensic images of the ballot marking device/machine.   Examine images to insure all logons and security 

aspects.   Examine logs to insure no network connections have been present.    Examine user logon tables and 

verify all users are valid and have strong passwords (i.e. no anonymous logons and no old employee logons 

present).

20 Verify the process by which the election office receives absentee ballots from the USPS.   Does the election office

send over a driver to pick up mail?    Does this driver have representatives from the Ballot Board with them to 

pick up ballots?    Does the USPS deliver ballots to the election office?   Is this process logged somewhere?

21 Verify if any machines were programmed ‘incorrectly’ when set out to polling locations.    One particular mistake

that causes a ‘hand fix/cure’ of all ballots is if a scanner/tabulator is programmed for Early Voting when it is 

actually Day of Voting.    The electronic tabulated results need to be entirely re-created in order for those 

electronic ballots to be counted in the EMS.   

22 Look at personnel assigned to voting locations.     Are the same Election Judge and Asst Election Judge assigned 

to the same voting location over and over again?     Did all voting locations have partisan poll watchers?   Where 

there any written complaints submitted by any Election Judges or Poll Watchers or Voters?

23 Perform statistical analysis on election results.   Are election stats within the ‘norms’ of other elections?   

Examine voting by age groups.   Examine voting by party, sex, location, etc.   Examine any anomalies in voter 

turnout.    Examine voting statistics by precinct number.   Do these results fall in line with other elections?

24 Perform a manual canvassing of voters by going door-to-door.    Pick out voters to canvass who:

24.a Are on the voter rolls and that supposedly voted.

24.b Are on the voter rolls but that did not vote.

24.c Are not on the voter rolls.  See if they voted, etc.


